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Defects in topologically ordered models have interesting properties that are reminiscent of the
anyonic excitations of the models themselves. For example, dislocations in the toric code model
are known as twists and possess properties that are analogous to Ising anyons. We strengthen this
analogy by using the topological entanglement entropy as a diagnostic tool to identify properties of
both defects and excitations in the toric code. Specifically, we show, through explicit calculation,
that the toric code model including twists and dyon excitations has the same quantum dimensions,
the same total quantum dimension, and the same fusion rules as an Ising anyon model.
A fascinating class of many-body quantum systems are
those that exhibit topological order [1]. Such systems are
characterized by a gapped ground state manifold, with
a degeneracy that depends on the boundary conditions,
and have anyonic quasi-particle excitations. The degen-
eracy is robust to local perturbations, and therefore such
systems are promising candidates for storing and manip-
ulating quantum information [2–5].
The structure of topologically-ordered systems can be
further enriched by the use of domain walls or defects,
across which quasi-particles transform nontrivially. We
will be most interested in studying these defects in ex-
plicit lattice models [6–10], and in particular the model
introduced by Bombin [6]. Essentially the same defects
have also been studied in Chern-Simons theories [11–13].
In both of these settings, it has been shown that such de-
fects can be viewed as having anyonic-like properties that
are not associated with the underlying model [6, 9, 11–
13]. More specifically, in a particular two-dimensional
topologically ordered spin lattice model known as the
toric code, such a lattice dislocation leads to interest-
ing behaviour: the points where dislocations terminate,
known as twists, interact with the anyons of the toric
code to reproduce properties, such as fusion rules, of
nonabelian (specifically, Ising) anyons [6]. This is par-
ticularly surprising, as all excitations of the toric code
are abelian anyons.
In this paper, we further interrogate the analogy be-
tween twists and Ising anyons by using topological entan-
glement entropy (TEE) [14, 15] as a diagnostic. Specifi-
cally, for a toric code model containing twists, we use the
TEE to determine: (i) the total quantum dimension of
the lattice with twists; (ii) the quantum dimensions of the
objects (quasi-particles and defects) on the lattice, and
(iii) the quantum dimensions of all of their fusion prod-
ucts, allowing us to reconstruct the fusion rules for twists
and excitations. Our results coincide precisely with those
of the Ising anyon model, lending further support to the
analogy between the latter and the toric code with twists.
We note that TEE is a particularly useful quantity in the
context of the toric code, as both the parent Hamiltonian
and the modified one with twists are described within the
stabilizer formalism and so allow the TEE to be calcu-
lated exactly. Our results show that defects in topological
lattice models, which are of considerable interest because
of their exotic anyonic properties, can be probed using
the topological entanglement entropy.
We first review some relevant properties of topological
order and anyons. A topologically-ordered system with
fixed locations of a fixed number of anyons is described
by a Hilbert space Htopo. The dimension of Htopo for a
system with N type-a anyons in the limit of large N is
given by dimHtopo ≈ (da)N/D2. Here, da is the quantum
dimension of a type-a anyon, not necessarily an integer,
and D =√∑x d2x is the total quantum dimension, where
the summation is over all the anyon types. Two anyon
models are relevant to our study: Z2 abelian anyons,
and Ising anyons (see, e.g., Ref. [16]). The elementary
excitations of a Z2 abelian anyon model are the electric
charge, e, the magnetic vortex, m, the dyon,  and the
vacuum, 1; all have quantum dimension da = 1 and so
DZ2 = 2. A model possessing Ising anyons includes: an
Ising anyon σ, a fermion ψ, and the vacuum 1, where
d1 = dψ = 1 and dσ =
√
2. These anyons are nonabelian,
as when two σ anyons fuse, there are two possible fusion
outcomes 1 and ψ. Like the Z2 quantum double, this
model has DIsing = 2.
Entropy is a powerful tool for probing topological
properties of a model. For the ground states of quan-
tum many-body systems with local Hamiltonians the von
Neumann entropy SA of the reduced state on a region A
is expected to satisfy an area law [17, 18]. Restricting to
two-dimensional systems, the von Neumann entropy of a
region A of a topologically ordered system is expected to
have a universal correction γ to SA such that [14, 15]
SA = αLA − nAγ, (1)
where LA is the length of the boundary of region A
(which should be smooth), nA is the number of discon-
nected boundaries enclosing region A and α is a constant































FIG. 1: (a) Regions used to calculate topological entangle-
ment entropy. (b) Regions used to probe the quantum di-
mension of an anyon on region D1.
For a given topological model, the total quantum di-
mension is related to γ via γ = logD [14, 15]. As such,
the von Neumann entropy can be used to probe the any-
onic properties of the system. It is useful to eliminate
the the boundary contribution of Eq. (1) by computing a
linear combination of the von Neumann entropies of over-
lapping regions as in Fig. 1(a) to obtain the topological
entanglement entropy
Stopo = SA+SB +SC−SAB−SBC−SCA+SABC , (2)
where SR is the von Neumann entropy of region R [14,
15]. The TEE is a function solely of the total quantum
dimension of the model, Stopo = −γ = − logD.
Additional information about the anyonic properties of
the model can be revealed by defining analogous entropic
quantities using regions with noncontractable bound-
aries [19], as in Fig. 1(b). By using excited states rather
than the ground state, our entropic calculations will de-
pend explicitly on the number of anyons present and their
placement within the regions. Consider a state describ-
ing an anyon of type a on a simply-connected region,
labeled A; the presence of the anyon gives a correction to
the von Neumann entropy as SA(a) = αLA − log(D/da)
[14, 20]. Again, the boundary contribution can be re-
moved with a suitable combination of the entropies on
a nontrivial partition; a suitable choice is an annular
region shown in Fig. 1(b) defining a disconnected re-
gion D = D1 ∪ D2. For a state describing a pair of
anyons of type a that fuse to the vacuum, with one
in region D1 and the other in region D2, the entropy
Sann(a) = SA + SB + SC − SAB − SBC − SCA + SABC
gives a value
Sann(a) = −2 logD/da , (3)
where the factor of 2 arises from the boundary connec-
tivity as in Eq. (1).
In this work we propose to use Sann to infer fusion
rules for both anyons and twists. For this purpose we
must determine how Sann behaves in the situation where
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FIG. 2: Pauli X, Y and Z operators are shown in black cir-
cles. (a) A four-body interaction term for Kitaev’s toric code
Hamiltonian. (b) and (c) Strings of Pauli operators which re-
spectively generate electric and magnetic charged pairs at the
end points. Electric(magnetic) strings can only be generated
on grey(white) plaquettes. (d) The five-body interaction term
for the twist plaquette. (e) A logical operator in the form of
a dyon chain terminating at two twists. (f) A Pauli string
operator that cross a domain wall.
a state where the anyons a1, a2, . . . in D1 fuse to a defi-
nite fusion product x1, then Sann(a1, a2, . . .) = Sann(x1).
However, in general, anyons can fuse through multiple
channels, with the probability (amplitude) of a given fu-
sion outcome determined by the state encoded in Htopo.
Considering only states where the connected region ABC
as well as the entire lattice fuse to the vacuum, the out-
come x1 determines explicitly x2, the fusion product of
the anyons on D2. In this important special case, we can
use results from Ref. [20] to compute Sann and we find
the explicit formula
Sann({x}) = −2 logD −
∑
x
Px log[Px/(dx1dx2)] , (4)
where the sum is over all fusion outcomes x = (x1, x2),
each of which occur with probability Px. This equation
provides the principal diagonostic we will use in this pa-
per to characterise the anyonic properties of a model’s
quasi-particles and defects. As we will show, the TEE
of a model with twists using annular regions with a non-
contractable boundary will yield identical results to the
analogous entropic calculation using excited states of a
model with Ising anyons in place of twists.
The specific model we consider here is the Z2 quan-
tum double, also known as Kitaev’s toric code model [3],
and we focus on a formulation due to Wen [21, 22].
On a square lattice with spins on the vertices, labeled
(j, k), the model is described by the Hamiltonian H =
−∑j,kWj,k with Wj,k = Xj,kZj+1,kZj,k+1Xj+1,k+1,
shown on the lattice in Fig. 2(a). We note that H is a
stabilizer Hamiltonian, and all term commute. The low
energy excitations of this model are Z2 anyons, which
are created and annihilated at the end points of string
operators, shown at Fig 2(b) and (c). Non-trivial do-
main walls can be introduced in this model by shifting
the geometry of the lattice along a line, such that we
3have even(odd) plaquettes adjacent to other even(odd)
plaquettes [6, 8]. We show such dislocations along pink
lines in Fig. 2. The interaction terms of the Hamiltonian
along the dislocation then change to correspond with the
new geometry, but remain locally equivalent to the old
interaction terms except at the ends of the dislocation.
The five body interaction terms where dislocations ter-
minate, shown at Fig. 2(d), are known as twists [6]. We
note that the insertion of twists into the toric code model
changes the ground state degeneracy, as can be seen from
the fact that the dyon chain stabilizers shown in Fig. 2(e)
commute with the Hamiltonian.
The presence of twists in the toric code model pre-
vents us from globally defining the electric or magnetic
charge of an anyon: an e(m) anyon that crosses a do-
main wall will transform into an m(e) anyon, as shown
in Fig. 2(f), although the dyons remain well defined. In
addition, the twists at the end points of these disloca-
tions can be used to reproduce some of the fusion rules
of the Ising anyon model [6]. This analogy is achieved
by considering only the vacuum, toric code dyons , and
one type (handedness) of twist. By treating  dyons as
the fermions (ψ-type anyons) of an Ising anyon model,
and the twists as σ-type anyons, one can reproduce the
fusion properties of the Ising anyon model. In this sense,
twists exhibit anyon-like behaviour. Here we use TEE as
a diagnostic tool to further interrogate this analogy.
We can exploit the stabilizer formalism to calculate von
Neumann entropies for regions of the vacuum and excited
states of these topological models, using the method of
Ref. [23]. This method makes use of a canonical form
of a generating set of the stabilizer group defined by a
bipartition of the lattice into regions A and A. The sta-
bilizer generators can be grouped into those entirely in
A, those entirely in A¯ and those that have support on
both partitions. For the set of stabilizer generators that
cross the bipartition, a canonical form can be constructed
such that the local support of the generators Ki on A,
denoted by K˜i, either commutes with all other K˜j , or
anti-commutes with only one other such element K˜i′ .
These pairs of stabilizer generators that anti-commute
when restricted to A describe a pair of maximally en-
tangled qubits sitting across the boundary. Counting
these pairs gives the von Neumann entropy SA. Ap-
plying this method to the toric code vacuum [24] gives
SA =
1
2LA − 1, and therefore Stopo = −1 and D = 2 as
expected for a model with Z2 anyons. (Here we choose
the length of the boundary LA to correspond to the num-
ber of plaquettes that cross the boundary.) We note that
the following results are independent of the topology of
the lattice, because homologically non-trivial stabilizers
of a topologically non-trivial model can always be de-
formed away from the regions considered in the present
entropy calculations [24]. With this in mind, we obtain
the same results for the following calculations regardless
A
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FIG. 3: The boundary ∂A shown in red of a simply connected
region enclosing a twist on a lattice. We number the cut
plaquettes with a single index shown in blue, here, LA = 13.
We also show a logical operator deformed outside region A.
of the boundary conditions of the lattice.
We first consider a vacuum state of a toric code model
with some number of twists, and calculate the von Neu-
mann entropy for a simply connected region enclosing one
twist as shown in Fig. 3. To do this calculation, we must
identify a generating set of stabilizers for a vacuum state,
in the canonical form described above. Details of this cal-
culation are presented explicitly in the Supplementary
Material [25], and all subsequent calculations described
below are straightforward variations of this calculation.
We find that SA =
1
2LA − 12 , as expected for a region of




This method allows us to calculate the effect of twists
on the TEE of the vacuum, using Eq. (2) and regions de-
fined as in Fig. 1(a). We find that for a vacuum state of a
model with any number of twists, the TEE is Stopo = −1
independent of the locations of the twists. This outcome
corresponds to a model with total quantum dimension
D = 2, consistent with models with either Ising or Z2
abelian anyons.
We next show that, using the annular regions with non-
connected boundaries as in Fig. 1(b) which can probe the
properties of anyons, the entropy Sann(1) for annular re-
gion of the vacuum state of a model containing twists
is equivalent to the entropy Sann(σ) of a state of an
Ising anyon model with σ-type Ising anyons. We use
a partitioning as in Fig. 1(b), with a twist on region D1
and another on D2, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We achieve
canonical form for region ABC using the method de-
scribed in the Supplementary Material [25], but now with
disconnected boundaries we must consider the canoni-
cal form of the stabilizer generators for each boundary
separately. As above, any dyon string stabilizer that
crosses region ABC can be deformed entirely onto re-
gion D2. Calculating the entropy for the various regions,
we find SABC =
1
2LABC − 1, with all other regions giv-
ing SR =
1
2LR − 1, and so Stopo = −1. We compare this
result to a calculation of Sann(σ) for a state of an Ising


















FIG. 4: (a) The annular topological entanglement entropy
regions with one twist on region D1 and one twist on region
D2. (b) The lattice configuration where two twists lie on D1
and two lie on D2, in an eigenstate of Z¯ (defined as a dyon
chain stabilizer as in Fig. 2(e)). (c) A configuration with four
twists in an eigenstate of X¯.
D1 and D2, using Eq. (3), and obtain an identical result,
Sann(σ) = −1. Thus, from an entropic perspective, the
twists appear as σ-type Ising anyons. A similar calcula-
tion involving a  quasi-particle on region D1 and another
on region D2 gives Sann() = Sann(ψ) = 1 as expected
from a Ising fermion ψ in the Ising anyon model.
Finally, we use TEE to probe the fusion rules associ-
ated with quasi-particles and twists. We show that pairs
of twists fuse according to the more sophisticated non-
abelian fusion rules of two σ-type Ising anyons, and mod-
ify the TEE according to our Eq. (4) in a way that de-
pends on the specific fusion channel. We place two twists
on region D1 and two twists on region D2. The channel
by which the two twists on region D1 fuse together is
dependent on the logical state, as characterised by the
logical operators that are given by dyon strings between
twists.
We first consider the lattice prepared in an eigenstate
of the logical-Z operator Z¯ shown in Fig. 4(b). The
+1 eigenstate of Z¯ corresponds to two σ-type anyons
on region D1 fusing to the vacuum 1 with certainty,
whereas the −1 eigenstate fuses to the fermion ψ with
certainty. In either case, we find Sann({(σ, σ) → 1}) =
Sann({(σ, σ)→ ψ}) = −2. Comparing this with Eq. (4),
we have the result we anticipate from the Ising anyon
model.
We next consider the case where the lattice is prepared
in an eigenstate of the logical-X operator X¯ shown in
Fig. 4(c). This is analogous to the Ising anyon model
where one σ-type anyon on region D1 and one σ-type
anyon on region D2 will fuse to give one fusion outcome
with certainty. However, fusing the two particles on re-
gion D1 can produce the vacuum 1 or a fermion ψ with
equal probability P(1,1) = P(ψ,ψ) =
1
2 . The details of
the TEE calculation are more involved in this case, as
the operator X¯ cannot be deformed away from region
ABC. A simple modification of the above calculations
gives the result SABC =
1
2LABC − 1; full details of this
calculation can be found in the Supplementary Mate-
rial [25]. The other regions used fuse to vacuum, giving
Sann({(σ, σ)→ 1 or ψ}) = −1, which from Eq. (4) is the
result we expect from the analogous Ising anyon case.
To complete the analogy, one might seek to identify the
braiding properties of twists, by using the techniques of
Ref. [19] for example, and compare them to Ising anyons.
However, as noted by Bombin [6], braiding of twists are
not expected to be well defined and we have not consid-
ered them in this work. We note that it may be possi-
ble to define robust braiding operations up to an overall
phase [10, 13, 26], and in particular one might seek to
use techniques from Ref. [13] to check explicitly that the
twists in this model have the expected braiding proper-
ties. We leave this for future work.
We note that, although the TEE is defined using the
von Neumann entropy, the results of Ref. [27] show that
all topological Renyi entropies are equivalent. The equiv-
alence between all Renyi entropies for the topological
properties calculated here is easily seen through our sta-
bilizer calculation, as the entanglement spectrum arising
from the reduced density matrices corresponds to an in-
teger number of maximally entangled Bell pairs, and is
always uniform. As a result, the diagnostic topological
properties studied here can be directly measured (i.e.,
they correspond to observables) using the 2-Renyi en-
tropy and the methods proposed in Ref. [28].
In conclusion, our results demonstrate how the TEE
can be used as a diagnostic to probe the anyonic-like
properties of defects in topological models. This new tool
may assist in the construction of topological lattice mod-
els with defects demonstrating richer anyonic properties
than the underlying model, with potential applications
to topological quantum computing.
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5Supplementary Material
In this Supplementary Material, we provide details of
the stabilizer calculation for the von Neumann entropy
for various regions in the presence of twists. We will pay
particular attention to the simplest case of the entropy
of a simply connected region enclosing a twist, the other
cases involve simple modifications of this argument. As
noted in the main text the calculation applies the gen-
eral methods of [23]. We assume that the reader is famil-
iar with the stabiliser formalism for describing quantum
states, for more details on this we refer the reader to [23]
and references therein.
Von Neumann entropy of a region enclosing a twist
Consider a simply connected region of the vacuum
state of a toric code enclosing one twist. We will show
that SA =
1
2LA − 12 , as expected for a region of an
Ising anyon model containing an σ-type Ising anyon with
dσ =
√
2. To do this calculation, we must identify a
generating set of stabilizers for a vacuum state in the
canonical form.
We consider a specific example of a lattice containing
a single twist as follows:
A








with a partition ∂A (shown in red). Although there can
exist stabilizers that take the form of dyon strings termi-
nating at the twist, we can multiply by local stabilizers
to deform such strings such that they have no support on
A. These deformed strings are indicated in Figure 3 of
the main text. Thus, a complete set of stabilizer genera-
tors that cross the partition ∂A is given by the plaquette
operators Wl for 1 ≤ l ≤ LA, above. For example, the








We define W˜l to be the support of these operators on A.





The Wl operators are not in canonical form, as each W˜l
anti-commutes with both W˜l−1 and W˜l+1. In our exam-
ple, W˜4 anti-commutes with the following two operators









To achieve canonical form, we will replace one of the
stabilizer generators on the boundary with a stabilizer
generator confined to A¯, as follows. First, consider the
product of all the stabilizer generators W∂A =
∏
l∈∂AWl
that lie on the boundary. In our example, W∂A takes the
form:
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Notice that W∂A commutes with all operators W˜l. Also,
consider the product WA =
∏
i∈AWi of all stabilizer gen-
erators contained entirely in A. In our example, this
product WA takes the form
A














The product of W∂A and WA gives an operator supported
entirely on A¯, as follows:
6A


















(Note that, in the untwisted toric code, one can construct
two such operators using the natural partition of toric
code stabilizers into two commuting subsets. With the
presence of a twist, however, there is only a single such
operator.)
We will now modify our set of stabilizer generators,
by removing one of the generators on the boundary (to
be specific, say W1) and replacing it with the product of
W∂A and WA. It should be clear from the preceding ar-
gument that this replacement is possible because W1 can
be expressed as a product of our new stabilizer generator
and the generators in A and ∂A.
We now will modify the stabilizer generators on the
boundary into a new set Kl that has canonical form, as
follows. We retain the stabilizer generators Kl=2j = W2j
for integer j. For these stabilizers, the operators K˜l=2j
obtained by restricting Kl=2j to region A take a form as
shown below for the particular example of l = 12:
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We replace W2j+1 with the product K2j+1 =∏LA
i=2j+1Wi. (Again, it is clear that W2j+1 can be ex-
pressed as a product of the new stabilizer generators Kl.)
For these new stabilizer generators, the operators K˜2j+1
take a form as shown below for the particular example of
l = 13:
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Clearly, we have that, for all j, the new operators K˜2j
and K˜2j+1 anti-commute. It can also be seen that the
operator K˜2j−1, shown as follows for K˜11:
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clearly commutes with K˜2j (that is, K˜11 commutes with
K˜12, by inspection), and thus we have achieved the re-
quired canonical form. Counting the pairs of locally anti-
commuting generators K˜2j and K˜2j+1 for j = 1, . . . , LA−
1, there are now (LA − 1)/2 such pairs, and so we have
the stated result SA =
1
2LA − 12 .
Von Neumann entropy of an annular region with
various arrangements of twists.
We also needed to calculate von Neumann entropies for
annular regions ABC with twists outside the annulus as
indicated in Figure 4 of the main paper. This means that
the boundary of the region of interest ABC is now com-
posed of two disjoint pieces. However the modifications
of the argument above are nontrivial only in the case in-
dicated in figure 4c of the main paper where the lattice
is prepared in an eigenstate of the logical-X operator X¯.
This is analogous to the Ising anyon model where one σ-
type anyon on region D1 and one σ-type anyon on region
D2 will fuse to give one fusion outcome with certainty.
However, fusing the two particles on region D1 can pro-
duce the vacuum 1 or a fermion ψ with equal probability
P(1,1) = P(ψ,ψ) =
1
2 . The details of the TEE calculation
are more involved in this case, as the operator X¯ cannot
be deformed away from region ABC.
7We therefore require a different method to find a
canonical form for region ABC. Denoting the two con-
nected segments of the boundary by ∂ABCβ , for β = 1, 2,
we rewrite the indices of the plaquettes that cut these
boundaries as Wβ,l, with 1 ≤ l ≤ Lβ numbering the gen-
erators around the boundary as before. We deform X¯
such that it only has common support with the genera-
tors W1,L1−1, W1,L1 , W2,L2−1, and W2,L2 on the bound-



















such that their local support commutes with the lo-
cal support all the other generators. The remaining
cut generators, including X¯, are then transformed such
that their local supports pairwise anti-commute, giv-
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